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INSIGHT FROM LOCAL EXPERTS

The trend has the Fargo-Moorhead marketplace cementing, too. Jenna Greenheck with Waterfront Kitchen & Bath in Fargo didn’t hesitate to say, “Oh yes, we are seeing it locally. It is typically the female homeowner, especially those following the trends, who are in asking for it. They come in knowing what they want. It is a distinctive finish. A lot of times, they’ll see it in a print and they bring a picture in of what they want.”

Zephyr Ventilation, which makes vent hoods for kitchens, recently introduced the Limited Edition “Kleenbo” hood, which is available in rose gold and black mirror stainless. The Limited Edition Kleenbo gives consumers the option to get out of their stainless steel comfort zone. Rose gold adds warmth and color to the kitchen and the Black Mirror Stainless is a bold focal point, said Luke Sloc, Zephyr President.

“A lot of people associate the golds with being wealthy or nicks,” noted Hamme. “Bombecht has a free-standing tub filler which is matte black on the base and rose gold for all the accents. It is a statement piece and sets for around $10,000. We have one on display in our Fargo showroom, we move it around – it probably weighs as much as a Buick, yes, it is setting,” she noted. “Now Bombecht’s traditional finishes with a modern flair,” Hamme added.